CATALINAS CULINARY
Personal Dining, Cooking Sessions
Deliveries

The natural bounty of land and sea,
the beauty of our surroundings, and
the exciting culinary minds in town
combine for some truly captivating
dining experiences in Las Catalinas.
See what town has to offer during
your stay.

PERSONAL DINING

Let us take care of you with personal dining on the
beach, in your home, or for two. Our talented and
charismatic chefs weave together seasonal
ingredients to provide a fresh and flavorful meal in a
lively, intimate atmosphere.

PERSONAL CHEF DINNER

International culinary expertise, seasonal flavors, and the
company of loved ones combine at your dining room table for a
dinner with a personal chef. Lively conversation, storied cuisine,
and a coming together of people are the key ingredients for this
memorable meal.

SUNSET BEACH BARBECUE

Step out under the setting sun on Playa Danta to enjoy a Beach
Barbecue with family and friends. A mix of old beach classics and
seasonal creations served out on the cool intertidal sands, a
gentle breeze coming right off of the ocean while you share a
memorable moment under a starry Guanacaste sky.
Best suited to low tides. For ideal viewings of sky, enjoy between
first quarter and full moon, or between last quarter and new moon.

DINNER FOR TWO

Take time to be together over a meal for two, served in the home
or out under the stars of Playa Danta. Paired cheeses and
wines, artisan ingredients from land and sea, and hand crafted
desserts make this meal a treat for any occasion.

COOKING SESSIONS

A guided tour through cooking and cocktail
possibilities found nowhere else in the world. Explore
unique ingredients, learn new preparations, and
experience local twists and dashes as you add a host
of new flavors to your palette.

A FRESH TAKE

Foraged flavors, plant-based possibilities, the art of the gallo,
and more -- let our culinary experts guide your tour through
new ways to look at cooking. Whether it’s a fresh take on an old
classic or a completely unexplored flavor, you’re sure to have
your eyes opened at these cooking sessions.

THE COSTA RICAN COCKTAIL

Explore a world of interesting twists/dashes, diving into a colorful
palette of flavors many never get to experience. Learn about the
unique fruits, plants, and ingredients in Costa Rica and how they
can add some sweet, some sour, and some spice to your next
cocktail.

THE FULL COURSE

Enjoy an exploration of food and drink that combines a fresh
take on cooking with an in-depth look at the Costa Rican
cocktail. With new twists on old classics as well as foreign
flavors from the furthest corners of the country, this two part
event culminates in a handmade meal and drinks that you’re
sure to remember.

PREPARED

DELIVERED

Whether you’re planning a picnic on the trails or a
homestyle grill out, the culinary team can help. Enjoy
artisan sandwiches, salads, and snacks packed in a
complimentary basket, or elevate your grill game with
prepped, ready-to-fire meats and produce along with
classic sides.

GRILLMASTER CARE PACKAGE

Grilling at sunset, eating outside in the fresh air, and spending time
with family -- enjoy all the best parts of a beach home barbecue
with the Grillmaster Care Package. We supply artisan, ready-to-grill
proteins as well as sides, and leave the rest to you. Or… if you’d like
we can always send a grillmaster from our team to handle the
cooking. Your call.

PICK-UP PICNIC

Your next beachside or scenic hilltop picnic made easy. Enjoy
artisan sandwiches, sides, and snacks in the afternoon, or
unpack charcuterie, cheeses, and bubbles at sunset. All items
are packed into a complimentary basket, ready to pick up and
enjoy wherever the wind takes you

Whether your taste is for personal dining,
explorations of flavor, or eats and treats
prepared and delivered, you can be sure to
find something to satisfy your appetite in
Las Catalinas.
Reach out to concierge@lascatalinascr.com
to enquire about full menus and book your
next dining experience.
¡Buen Provecho!

